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BRECKLAND COUNCIL

At a Meeting of the

LOCAL PLAN WORKING GROUP

Held on Tuesday, 29 September 2015 at 10.00 am in
Anglia Room, The Conference Suite, Dereham

PRESENT
Mr C G Carter
Mr T R Carter

Mrs L.S. Turner
Mr M. A. Wassell (Chairman)

Also Present
Mr S.G. Bambridge
Mr W.P. Borrett
Councillor M. Chapman-Allen
Mr P.J. Duigan
Mr A.P. Joel

Mr R Atterwill
Ms F Le Bon

Mr K. Martin
Mr M J Nairn
Mr A.C. Stasiak
Mr P S Wilkinson

Chairman, Swanton Morley Parish Council
Clerk, Swanton Morley Parish Council

In Attendance
Melissa Kurihara - Planning Policy Consultant (Capita)
James Mann - Planning Policy Graduate (Capita)
Helen McAleer - Senior Democratic Services Officer
Phil Mileham - Strategic Planning Manager
Stephen Ottewell - Operations Director (Capita)
Martin Pendlebury - Director of Planning & Business Manager (Capita)
Iain Withington - Planning Policy Team Leader (Capita)

Action By

40/15 MINUTES (AGENDA ITEM 1) 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 28 July 2015 were agreed as a 
correct record and signed by the Chairman.

41/15 APOLOGIES (AGENDA ITEM 2) 

None.

42/15 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (AGENDA ITEM 3) 

No declarations were made.

43/15 URGENT BUSINESS (AGENDA ITEM 4) 

None.
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44/15 NON MEMBERS WISHING TO ADDRESS THE MEETING (AGENDA 
ITEM 5) 

Councillors Bambridge, Borrett, M Chapman-Allen, Duigan, Joel, Martin, 
Nairn, Stasiak and Wilkinson were in attendance.

45/15 CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS (AGENDA ITEM 6) 

None.

46/15 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANS (AGENDA ITEM 7) 

The Strategic Planning Manager gave the following update:

 Attleborough Neighbourhood Plan (NP) was under preparation, 
informal consultation expected to take place in November.

 Mattishall Neighbourhood Planning Group had discussed their 
aspirations for site selection.

 Swanton Morley Parish Council had appointed a Consultant to 
help with their NP.

 An application had been received from Yaxham Parish Council.  
Consultations would commence on 1 October 2015.

 The Dereham NP Area had been confirmed since the last 
meeting of the Local Plan Working Group (LPWG). 

The Chairman asked about the likelihood of the Referendum fitting in 
with the Police & Crime Commissioner (PCC) elections in 2016.  He 
was advised that of the seven or eight active Plans across the District, 
Attleborough was the only one likely to be ready to have a referendum 
at the same time as the PCC.

In response to a question from Councillor Borrett it was confirmed that 
as well as the five NPs mentioned above Kenninghall and 
Croxton/Kilverstone/Brettenham were working on their NP.

Councillor Borrett asked if they were all aware of the Council’s 
aspirations to hold a joint referendum and PCC election.

The Strategic Planning Manager said that they had all been advised but 
in some cases it was not relevant.  The timetable for each NP was 
bespoke.  It would be more cost effective to hold the referendums jointly 
with elections if possible and he noted that there would be a Norfolk 
County Council election in 2017. 

Councillor Borrett asked if the Attleborough NP would become a 
material consideration in planning terms and it was confirmed that it 
would, once it had been adopted.

Councillor C Carter asked if there were any further NP in the pipeline 
and the Strategic Planning Manager said that he was not aware of any 
but they sometimes arrived without warning.  If Members were aware of 
any interested Parishes they were asked to let him know.

Councillor Joel was aware that Old Buckenham had a NP Steering 
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Group.  He asked when the PCC election would take place.

The date of the PCC election was Thursday 5 May 2016.  

Councillor Nairn asked if there was a deadline for submission of NP and 
he was told that there was not.  However, NP submitted later would 
have to be in conformity with the Strategic Plan for the District once it 
had been adopted.  Whichever Plan was adopted most recently held 
most weight.

Councillor Borrett asked what would happen if there were areas of 
conflict and he was advised that they would be resolved at the 
Examination in Public by the Independent Inspector.

Mr Atterwill (Chairman of Swanton Morley Parish Council) pointed out 
that there was no financial burden on the Council as it received 
additional money from the Government for dealing with NP and 
therefore the referendums could be held at any time to suit the Parish 
Council.

The Strategic Planning Manager confirmed that there was no undue 
pressure on the Parish Councils but guidance suggested that the 
referendums should be combined with elections where possible.

The Deputy Leader and Executive Member for People & Information 
noted that there would probably be a better turn out for combined 
events.

47/15 DUTY TO COOPERATE (AGENDA ITEM 8) 

The Strategic Planning Manager advised Members that there had been 
a Special meeting of the Norfolk Duty to Co-operate Group on 9 
September at which the draft Central Norfolk Strategic Housing Market 
Assessment (CNSHMA) had been agreed.

The Cabinet had received a presentation on the draft CNSHMA from the 
Consultants on 22 September 2015.  It was expected that final sign off 
would be received late in October after all the commissioning Authorities 
had received the presentation and had the opportunity to comment on 
the draft document.

The Chairman remarked that it had been a very good presentation to 
Cabinet.

48/15 LOCAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEME (AGENDA ITEM 9) 

The Planning Policy Team Leader introduced the Capita Team: Stephen 
Ottewell (Operations Director), Martin Pendlebury (Director of Planning 
& Business Manager), James Mann (Planning Policy Graduate) and 
Melissa Kurihara (Planning Policy Consultant).

At the previous LPWG meeting a revised Local Development Scheme 
(LDS) had been requested for discussion at the next LPWG meeting.  
The draft LDS was presented.  Members were advised that it reflected 
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the agreed Service Delivery Plan and the optimum time line required to 
have a Local Plan in place by 2017.  The new timeline indicated a 
second Local Plan consultation in November/December 2015, the 
publication of the Draft Plan in April/May 2016, with submission to the 
Secretary of State anticipated in July 2016.  It was currently expected 
that the Local Plan would be adopted by the end of 2016.

The Planning Policy Team Leader noted that it might be necessary to 
amend the timetable in future to reflect the actual delivery and changes 
in the anticipated workloads.   A number of risks to the anticipated 
timetable had been identified which included:

 the requirement to co-operate with other Councils that were yet 
to approve their SHMA;  

 National Policy as the agenda for change might impact on the 
Plan’s production;  

 staff resources which were also a medium to long-term risk (but 
Capita aimed to minimise that); and

 third party delays on evidence gathering.

The LDS presented an optimum timeline for the Local Plan but it 
remained a complex and iterative process.  Everything was inter-related 
and could change.  Members were asked for their endorsement.

The Chairman noted that some modifications to the SHMA had been 
suggested at Cabinet.  They wanted the Local Plan produced in a timely 
manner to address the Council’s Five Year Housing Land Supply 
issues.

Councillor M Chapman-Allen asked if the timeline had slipped as she 
had thought that the initial consultation would take place in September.

The Planning Policy Team Leader advised that the original date had 
been June 2015 with the Issues & Options document being ready in 
April 2014 but those dates had been postponed due to further evidence 
requirements to comply with changes in Government guidance 
regarding housing need and complex and changing legislation.  This 
had resulted in a delay with the original Issues and Options document.  
Officers had been working hard to minimise the effect of the delay and 
the time line aimed to claw back some of that lost time.

The Executive Member for Place was concerned about staff resources.  
If an important member of staff left it was difficult to fill that post.  He 
asked if there were any contingencies in place.

The Director of Planning & Business Manager reported that Sarah 
Robertson (Planning Policy Officer) would be returning to the team 
shortly after a Sabbatical.  There were also wider Capita resources 
available to cover during local shortages.

The Operations Manager (Capita) said that the main intention was to 
build up local resources but there was a nationwide issue with 
recruitment.  However, another new starter would commence in 
November.
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Councillor Borrett referred to the consultation and asked what the Parish 
Councils would receive.  He asked for the information to be distributed 
well in advance if possible to give the widest opportunity for them to 
comment.

The Chairman suggested that an indication of the dates should be 
included as part of the recommendation and that all of the Parish 
Councils should be contacted at the earliest opportunity to make them 
aware of the forthcoming consultation.<1>

The Deputy Leader and Executive Member for People & Information 
noted that the information was in the Members’ Newsletter and she 
asked Members to share that with their parishes.

Ms Le Bon (Clerk to Swanton Morley Parish Council) asked for a hard 
copy of all the information that was to be sent out as she did not have 
the facility to download large documents.

Councillor Joel thought that it would not be necessary to provide hard 
copies of the whole document but three or four copies of the large maps 
should be made available for people to look at.

Councillor Bambridge noted that some Parishes were newly listed as 
Service Centre Villages and particular attention should be paid to those.

RESOLVED that:

(1) Option 1 of the report be endorsed; accepting the revised time 
line of the Local Plan as presented in the revised draft Local 
Development Scheme; and

(2) Town & Parish Councils be notified of the upcoming consultation 
as soon as possible.

IW 

49/15 THE STRATEGIC HOUSING LAND AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT 
2015 ADDENDUM AND EMERGING LOCAL PLAN PREFERRED 
OPTIONS (AGENDA ITEM 10) 

The Planning Policy Team Leader presented the report and explained 
that it remained a work in progress and was not the final version.  In 
relation to the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) 
addendum, the report represented an update on the theoretical land 
supply available for development.  The previous SHLAA had been 
updated to reflect the sites submitted for assessment in the proposed 
and expanded spatial strategy.  The sites identified as deliverable and 
developable in the SHLAA had been taken forward into the Local Plan 
site assessment, reflecting the approach advocated in the Planning 
Practice Guidance.  The Local Plan maps attached in Appendix 2 and 3 
represented the emerging Local Plan site options and should be as 
Draft as the process was iterative and ongoing.  Currently the maps 
showed site options, not preferred options.  Members would have 
further opportunities to discuss the selection of sites following the 
consultation.  Members were advised that the document would evolve 
as it was taken through Committees.  A schedule of amendments, 
taking into account the views of the Working Group, the Strategic 
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Planning Manager and Officers would be complied and would form the 
basis of further work.  In terms of Neighbourhood Planning the 
document provided an indication of the strategic policies, which would 
help parishes in their approach to their own plan aspirations.

He then gave a short presentation (copy attached for information) on the 
key areas and discussion topics and recapped on what had been taken 
into consideration and the methodology used.

With regard to affordable housing targets, the recommendations from 
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) were noted, but it 
was pointed out that any policy would still be subject to viability 
assessments.  

The Gypsy & Traveller needs had to be met in full and there would be a 
review of the existing temporary sites.  Only one new site had been put 
forward which might cause an issue.  It was also noted that a recent 
change in Government guidance on the planning definition of a 
Gypsy/Traveller meant that they now had to be travelling to qualify.  
This raised the question of how overall level of need could be 
established.  Further evidence might be required.

At the conclusion of the presentation the Executive Member for Growth 
referred to Policy 12 on page 106 of the Agenda.  At the previous 
meeting concerns had been raised about sparsity in rural areas and he 
felt that the blanket approach proposed would add to the problem.

The Strategic Planning Manager agreed and said it needed to be clear 
how it could be applied consistently.  He was also concerned that there 
appeared to be limited alternative options put forward for some of the 
policy areas.

The Planning Policy Team Leader said the aim was to direct growth to 
those settlements identified in the settlement hierarchy.  For those 
smaller settlements that were considered unsustainable the proposal 
was to appropriate development through criteria based policies such as 
infill and rounding off.  The windfall allowance would be expected to 
continue.

Councillor Borrett was pleased that an attempt was being made to 
‘Brecklandise’ the Local Plan Policies but not about the potential policy 
approach of removing some Settlement Boundaries.  He felt that 
applications for small scale development with parish council support 
could go to Committee for Members to decide.  He wanted that option 
kept.

The Chairman pointed out that part of the consultation was to decide on 
the proposed policy.

In relation to the three options put forward for discussion on how to 
present the emerging draft spatial strategy Councillor Borrett asked for 
them to be clarified.  The Planning Policy Team Leader explained that 
Option 1 proposed spreading the growth evenly across the Service 
Centres, setting group targets for each tier of the settlement hierarchy.  
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Option 2 adjusted the distribution to show the best match for the 
available land supply and provided each individual settlement with a 
minimum target and Option 3 directed the growth towards the higher 
order centres leaving only a small proportion of growth to be split across 
the remaining Local Service Centres.

Councillor Borrett thought that the big issue was that with all three 
Options there was no allocation for all the other areas.

The Planning Policy Team Leader pointed out that that was no different 
to the current Core Strategy explaining that the vast majority of 
development was directed to sustainable settlements identified in the 
development hierarchy.  Windfall sites were still coming forward for 
development in rural areas.  The emerging draft Policy 12 did focus 
growth on sustainable settlements but still accepted some development 
in rural areas based on rural need.

The Strategic Planning Manager did not think that enough regard had 
been given to windfall development in the text and he suggested that 
the line at the bottom of the tables in Appendix 5 referring to ‘All Other 
Parishes’ should be removed.

After further discussion about the relative merits of the Options, 
Councillor Bambridge commented that there needed to be more 
Breckland-centric Policies including those that applied to all 
communities as smaller communities had needs.

Councillor Martin asked about the villages identified as Service Centres 
that might not want more development.  He also noted that there was a 
lot of development outside the Settlement Boundaries and that affected 
the allocations.  With regard to Attleborough he noted that the Link road 
would not be viable if there was not enough development.

Councillor M Chapman-Allen pointed out that Garboldisham was on the 
list of rural parishes without Settlement Boundaries and yet it was a 
Service Centre Village as well.

The Planning Policy Team Leader advised it would be amended.  The 
document was a working draft brought to Members for an idea on how 
the Local Plan consultation document was coming together.  Policy 12 
was aimed at creating a Breckland specific approach and allowed 
justification for proposals outside the settlement hierarchy.  There were 
other policies that were relevant, such as one for barn conversions.

The Chairman did not feel that the report was ready and he suggested 
that authority be delegated to the Executive Member, Strategic Planning 
Manager and Capita to approve amendments before it went to Cabinet 
as he did not want to delay the consultation.

The Strategic Planning Manager was not comfortable that based on the 
discussion, only minor amendments were needed and suggested that 
the report might need to be reconsidered by the Working Group.

Mr Atterwill (Chairman of Swanton Morley Parish Council) used 
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Swanton Morley as an example and said that most people would just 
look at their own Parish when reading the documents.  He pointed out 
that the figures and maps did not include figures for housing on 
emerging residential site options.  He thought it would be difficult for the 
public to understand.  There was too much information and too many 
maps.  He thought that the documents were too technical and not ready 
for consultation.

Ms Le Bon (Clerk to Swanton Morley Parish Council) could not 
understand the maps either.  She asked if the drop in the affordable 
housing requirement from 40 to 32% was evidence based.

The Planning Policy Team Leader clarified that there was only one set 
of maps in the documents which would be sent out for consultation (the 
other maps had been provided for Members’ information and reflected 
the earlier work on the SHLAA addendum).  He also explained that the 
target for affordable housing had been set across the whole Housing 
Market Area in line with the recommendations of the Central Norfolk 
Strategic Housing Market Assessment.  If Swanton Morley had an 
identified need they could bring forward exception sites in their 
Neighbourhood Plan or provide evidence and seek to set a higher 
percentage through their Neighbourhood Plan.

Again the Chairman suggested that authority should be delegated to get 
amendments done and make the document ready for consultation.  
However, the Strategic Planning Manager said that he needed a clear 
steer from Members on what should be kept in and he asked the Group 
to go through the Options on pages 205-208 and give a broad view on 
what percentages of growth they wanted.

Councillor Duigan thought that if the amount of applications currently in 
the system were added to the percentage required in the document the 
target would be exceeded.

There was further discussion to understand why the percentages were 
different in the presented Options and what other factors were involved, 
such as High School capacity.  The Policy Team Leader advised that 
there were variations in the percentages due to mathematical reasons 
and rounding up.  Members were asked to indicate whether they would 
prefer to have a combined target across all Service Centres or for each 
one to have an individual percentage.

Councillor Borrett suggested that Options 1 and 2 should be consulted 
on using the same percentages for both to give a clearer response from 
consultees.  He thought that Option 2b – 13% gave the best fit.

The Planning Policy Consultant noted that Option 2A allocated 0.5% to 
every Local Service Centre but there was not enough available land for 
that which was why the percentages had been re-apportioned in Option 
2B taking account of land supply and resulting in a slight increase in the 
overall percentage.  The options could be adjusted to show the same 
percentages between options and allow better comparisons.

Councillor Borrett suggested that if two options were presented it should 
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be made absolutely clear that they were based on the land which had 
currently been submitted.  If further sites were put forward it would affect 
the figures.

The Executive Member for Growth asked for a draft of that Option to be 
provided so that he could see it first.  Officers were requested to ensure 
that the percentages added up to 100% to avoid confusion.

Further questions were raised about sites that had been through the 
planning process and refused permission then being submitted as sites 
in the local plan process.  The Chairman suggested that the difference 
between the two processes needed to be explained.

It was confirmed that the Group had the power to remove sites and 
Councillor Borrett asked that the Gladman Site in Mattishall be 
removed.  However, the Planning Policy Team Leader thought it would 
set a dangerous precedent to pick and choose which sites were 
consulted on.  The Inspector would want to see a transparent process 
and it was a requirement to show all sites.  It was agreed that the maps 
would be altered to show sites which had subsequently received 
planning permission and additional text would be added to explain the 
differences between the Local Plan process and the planning 
application route.

The Chairman thought that the time to remove sites would be after the 
consultation process.

RESOLVED that:

(1) Option 2b be endorsed; and
(2) authority be delegated to the Executive Member for Growth 

and the Strategic Planning Manager to make the required 
amendments, before consultation.  

If required, the report would be referred back to the LPWG before being 
presented to Cabinet for authority to consult.

50/15 ANNUAL MONITORING REPORT (AGENDA ITEM 11) 

The Planning Policy Graduate presented the report which was a factual 
update which was carried out annually.  The report covered the period 1 
April 2014 to 31 March 2015.  He highlighted the key points including 
that the number of houses completed was below the required target but 
an improvement on the previous year.  19% affordable housing had 
been delivered which was the highest amount since 2009/10.

He pointed out that there was a column missing from the table on page 
295 which would be added before publication.

Subject to Member approval the document would now be published.

Councillor Duigan thought that there had been slow progress in 
Thetford.  The Sustainable Urban Development had been approved 15 
months ago but the legal agreement had still not been signed.
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The Strategic Planning Manager clarified that the planning permission 
would not be issued until the legal agreement had been signed.  
Progress on that was being made.

RESOLVED that:

(1) The contents of the report were noted; and
(2) Publication of the Annual Monitoring Report on the Council’s 

website be approved.

The meeting closed at 1.00 pm

CHAIRMAN
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Recap

• Retail and Town centres  - capacity, frontage designations, advice 
on thresholds

• Open space study 
• Issues and options consultation responses, incl 

– Summary of responses 
– Appropriate Breckland  definition of sustainable development
– Approach to setting the settlement hierarchy (steer given)
– Approach to OAN 

• LSC review and approach to rural areas
• Vision and Objectives 
• Approach to site selection/ designation – Methodology used 

(residential, employment, G&T, Local Green Space)
• Setting housing target - CNSHMA
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Preferred Directions Document 

• Combination of hard work &
• Community & statutory engagement & 

Issues and Options responses
• Is a result of Member discussions and 

directions through LPWG on the key 
issues.

• Reflects alignment to national polices 
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Building Blocks of the Local Plan 
• The emerging consultation document is split into three high level areas each 

covering identified strategic issues. 
– Focus is on the strategic priorities of the District across the social economic and 

environmental considerations of delivering sustainable development and 
facilitating growth.

– Allows others such as Neighbourhood Planning to build on local distinctiveness
– Based on review of I&O feedback, views expressed at LPWG, Statutory 

consulties eg Highways, Natural England, Historic England, EA, Anglian Water 
and set within the confines of national policy

1- Strategic Polices, 
- Identify Preferred Directions key areas such as level of development, 

spatial distribution, economy and social aspects, leading into …
2- Area Strategies  

- Site options  - leading into …
3- DM Polices 

- Preferred Option
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Building Blocks – Strategic Polices 
Vision and Objectives 
• LP seeks to address 18 SO which have been derived from the issues, 

challenges and aspirations identified and reflect /support corporate priorities 
in 2015 corporate plan.

• 2 more than discussed in July to encompass the environment no 14 and 15

– Protect , conserve & enhance the natural environment, valuing green 
infrastructure, for the many functions that it performs 

– Ensure the ongoing protection of key habitats for protected species.
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Building Blocks – Strategic Polices
Development Requirements
• 76,527 across Central Norfolk (2012- 2036)
• 14,335 Breckland 
• 597/ year 
• 31.85% affordable housing across HMA

- 26% City Deal 

- 67 ha of employment land
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Building Blocks – Strategic Polices
Locational Strategy 
• Key settlements – Attleborough & Thetford
• Market Towns  - Dereham, Swaffham & Watton
• LSC  - 22 
• 8 New centres – Bawdeswell, Beetly, Garboldisham, Hockering, 

Kenninghall, Sporle, Yaxham & Gt Hockham (pc request to see 
more growth to sustain services)

• Issue 1 Level and location of Growth  3 options
– Group target 
– Individual target 
– Higher order settlement
– Discussion paper appendix 5 
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Building Blocks – Strategic Polices
Economy – emerging policy sets approx figures  
• Attleborough 10 ha
• Dereham – 6 ha
• Swaffham – 9 ha
• Thetford – 22ha
• Snetterton - 20 ha
• Based on Employment Growth and Land Review study (31.6 ha – 74.7 ha ) 

/requirements of the recently adopted CS. Although there are qualitative 
deficiencies in the supply the recent allocations are recent .

• Represents a reasonable approach  between  policy on  and past take up 
rates over the plan period 

• Considered flexible position to deliver needs
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Building Blocks – Strategic Polices
Retail - town centre polices 
Set retail Hierarchy 
• Town centre boundaries
• Impact Assessment thresholds 

– 1000sq m + in Thetford and Dereham and 500 sq m elswhere
• Capacity requirements for the centres 
• Sets the policy context for directing growth to the town centres and provides the 

bases and the flexibility for the Council to build on its own initiatives  - recently 
discussed emerging strategy / initiatives that focus on town centres & improve retail 
mix)

• Supports diversity of use, deliver improvements, allows flexibility in unit size 
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Building Blocks – Strategic Polices

Social  - Affordable Housing (subject to viability)

• Issue 2 - Proposed policy based on CNSHMA. Plan to 
deliver 31.7% AH =  existing need + future need across 
the HMA.

• Falls to 26% when factor in city deal
• Identified District target at 35.7% 
• Viability? 
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Building Blocks – Strategic Polices
Social - Gypsy and Travellers 

• Issue 3 – as previously advised the approach to G&T is 
affected by limited sites. 

• Approach is through existing site assessment. Policy 
sets criteria for site assessment based on feed back

• National Policy changes affects definition which may 
mean further work is required around the identification of   
need.
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Building Blocks  - Area Strategies

• Site options
– Maps represent emerging site options.
– Currently assessed as unreasonable and reasonable based on the level 

of evidence so far 
– These will change 
– Informed by emerging evidence 
– Consultation feed back 
– Further Member engagement 
– New alternatives submitted at consultation stage
– New evidence p/o & assessments for Draft Plan will be brought to future 

working groups for discussion. 
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Building Blocks  - Area Strategies
Issue 4 Attleborough Vision
• Details location of SUE
• Sets a Strategic Vision 
• Policies seek to set strategic context to guide advancing 

applications and hooks for NP
– Green infrastructure
– Employment  SME’s and design polices
– Further land allocations 
– Heritage 
– Gateway sites 
– Health Provision – emerging NP evidence base 
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Building Blocks  - Area Strategies

Approach to Thetford
• Seeks to retain policies that are required for 

reserve matters 
• Moves others to District wide e.g protection of 

employment areas.
• Leaves other to be covered by National policy 

e.g recycling facilities, design.
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Building Blocks  - Area Strategies

Approach to rural
• Combines settlements outside LSC into one group 
• Seeks flexibility in terms of rounding off and infill  - sets 

criteria based polices
• Justification for development outside hierarchy placed on 

applicant.
• Complements local distinctiveness and melds with the 

current approach being adopted through planning 
committee – evidence.
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Building Blocks Strategic DM 
Polices

Polices in conjunction with statutory agencies, DM colleagues, review 
of existing conformity, new guidance and identifications of gaps.

• Environment: 
High level polices on 

– Green infrastructure
– Trees and hedgerows, Historic environment , Design, advertising 

, approach to surface water  flood risk and SUDS
Local specific

– open space,  
– Sites of European, National and Local importance
– Brecks- follow through in HRA
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Building Blocks Strategic DM 
Polices

Approach to 
• General employment areas 
• Employment outside allocations eg

– Replacement buildings, rural &farm diversification, tourism 

• Developer contributions

• Conversions, extensions, affordable housing, exception 
site – seeks provision in perpetuity. 

Others.
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Building Blocks Strategic Polices

Issue 5 – Local Plan time period 
• Proposed to align plan period to reflect  housing 

evidence - 24 yr period 2012-36
– Align with housing numbers / evidence base and CNSHMA
– Single import Issue
– New guidance: national PPG starting point is 2012 pop figs – not 

previously available at issues and options consolation 
– starting without a backlog
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Today’s Outcomes
• Endorse the publication of the SHLAA
• Agree approach to the spatial strategy to be consulted 

on 
• Endorse draft to take forward through Council subject to 

minor amendments 
• Finalise the approach to taking the document through 

cabinet on the 3rd November  - schedule of amendments 
(minor) to be agreed with Strategic Planning Manager.
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OUTCOMES  

• Issue 1: Spatial strategy 
• Issue 2: Approach to affordable housing 
• Issue 3: Acknowledgement of G&T
• Issue 4: Agreement on approach to Attleborough
• Issue 5: Local Plan time period
Agree for plan to move forward  - consultation 

dates? 6 weeks Nov 9th ?
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